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In this paper, a result on the persistence of lower dimensional invariant tori in
reversible systems is obtained under some weak non-degenerate conditions. Such a
result can be applied to the case where normal frequencies are not simple and some
of them may be zero. We also give an answer of a conjecture of M. B. Sevryuk
(1986, ‘‘Reversible Systems,’’ Lecture Notes in Math., Vol. 1211, Springer-Verlag,
New York/Berlin) about the existence of lower-dimensional invariant tori in
resonant zones. © 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the existence of n-dimensional invariant tori of
the system
x˙=L1 (y, u, v)+F1(x, y, u, v),
y˙=L2 (y, u, v)+F2(x, y, u, v),
u˙=L1 (y, u, v)+F3(x, y, u, v),
v˙=L2 (y, u, v)+F4(x, y, u, v),
(1.1)
where (x, y, u, v) ¥ T n×Rn×Rp×Rq, L1 , L2 , L1 , L2 , and F l(1 [ l [ 4) are
real analytic in a complex neighborhood of a real domain {(x, y, u, v) | x ¥
T n, y ¥ D, u=0, v=0} with an open set D … Rn. We suppose that (1.1) and
the corresponding unperturbed system (1.3) below are reversible with
respect to the involution G: (x, y, u, v)W (−x, y, −u, v), that is,
DG·X=−X p G, (1.2)
where X is the vector field of (1.1):
X=(L1+F1)
“
“x+(L2+F
2)
“
“y+(L1+F
3)
“
“u+(L2+F
4)
“
“v .
Furthermore, we assume
L2 (y, 0, 0)=0, L1 (y, 0, 0)=0, L2 (y, 0, 0)=0.
When the perturbed terms F l(1 [ l [ 4) vanish identically, then (1.1)
becomes
x˙=L1 (y, u, v),
y˙=L2 (y, u, v),
u˙=L1 (y, u, v),
v˙=L2 (y, u, v),
(1.3)
which has an invariant subspace {u=0, v=0}. Moreover, this subspace is
foliated by a family of invariant tori T n×{y0}×{0}×{0} and the flow of
(1.3) restricted on each torus is
x(t)=x0+L1 (y0 , 0, 0) t.
If the matrix L1y (y, 0, 0) is nonsingular, then the mapping f: yW
L1 (y, 0, 0) is a local diffeomorphism. In this case, we consider an approx-
imated system of (1.3) at invariant torus T n×{y0}×{0}×{0}
x˙=w,
y˙=L2y (y0 , 0, 0)(y−y0)+L2u (y0 , 0, 0) u+L2v (y0 , 0, 0) v,
u˙=L1y (y0 , 0, 0)(y−y0)+L1u (y0 , 0, 0) u+L1v (y0 , 0, 0) v,
v˙=L2y (y0 , 0, 0)(y−y0)+L2u (y0 , 0, 0) u+L2v (y0 , 0, 0) v,
(1.4)
where w=L1 (y0 , 0, 0), i.e., y0=f−1(w).
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From (1.2), it follows that
L1 (y, −u, v)=L1 (y, u, v),
L2 (y, −u, v)=−L2 (y, u, v),
L1 (y, −u, v)=L1 (y, u, v),
L2 (y, −u, v)=−L2 (y, u, v),
which implies that
L2y (y, 0, 0) — 0, L2v (y, 0, 0) — 0,
L1u (y, 0, 0) — 0,
L2y (y, 0, 0) — 0, L2v (y, 0, 0) — 0.
Let
A(w)=L1v (f−1(w), 0, 0),
B(w)=L2u (f−1(w), 0, 0),
C(w)=L1y (f−1(w), 0, 0),
D(w)=L2u (f−1(w), 0, 0),
(1.5)
and
A(w)=R 0 D(w) 0C(w) 0 A(w)
0 B(w) 0
S . (1.6)
Then in a small neighborhood of {y=y0 , u=0, v=0}, (1.1) can be viewed
as a small perturbation of (1.4), that is, we arrive at a family of systems
x˙=w+f1(x, y, u, v, w),
y˙=D(w) u+f2(x, y, u, v, w),
u˙=C(w) y+A(w) v+f3(x, y, u, v, w),
v˙=B(w) u+f4(x, y, u, v, w),
(1.7)
where (x, y, u, v) ¥ T n×Rn×Rp×Rq, w is an independent parameter
varying over a positive measure set O … Rn. Moreover, the variables
(y, u, v) vary on a small neighborhood of the origin of the space
Rn×Rp×Rq. This setting has been frequently used by many authors who
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study the persistence of lower dimensional invariant tori for nearly inte-
grable Hamiltonian systems as well as in reversible systems. In this article,
we state our result for (1.7) instead of the original system (1.1).
In the sequel, the dependence of all the functions on w will be
suppressed.
When (1.7) is a Hamiltonian system (in this case, p=q), the persistence
of lower dimensional tori has been investigated extensively. For instance, if
all eigenvalues of (0A
B
0) are not purely imaginary and C=0, D=0, Moser
[6], Graff [4], and Zehnder [16] prove that, for any w=(w1 , ..., wn) ¥ O
satisfying the Diophantine condition
|Ok, wP| > c |k|−y, y > n−1, k ¥ Zn0{0},
there is an w* close to w such that (1.7) at w* has an invariant n-torus with
prescribed frequencies w if the perturbations f l(1 [ l [ 4) are sufficiently
small; if all the eigenvalues of (0A
B
0) are simple and purely imaginary and
C=0, D=0, Eliasson [3], Kuksin [5], and Pöschel [7] get the existence
of lower dimensional invariant tori of (1.7). More recently, You [14]
proves the persistence of n-dimensional invariant tori for (1.7) under the
condition det (0A
B
0) ] 0. In particular, his result can be applied to the case
that (0A
B
0) has multiple eigenvalues.
On the other hand, when the system (1.7) is reversible with respect to the
involution G : (x, y, u, v)W (−x, y, −u, v), Sevryuk studied the persistence
of n-dimensional invariant tori for {p=0}, {p=q > 0} and {x ¥ T n, y ¥
Rm(m ] n), p=q > 0}, respectively. We refer to [9–11] and references
therein. However, in the last two cases, there are two assumptions required
in his results:
(i) C=0, D=0, det (0A
B
0) ] 0, this means (0A B0) has no eigenvalue
being zero;
(ii) Any eigenvalue of (0A
B
0) is simple.
The goal of this paper is to prove the persistence of n-dimensional
invariant tori under small perturbations in the case p [ q. Note that if
p < q, rank (0A
B
0) [ 2p < p+q. Hence det (0A B0)=0; i.e., zero is an eigen-
value. Moreover, we do not require the assumption on the simplicity of the
eigenvalues of (0A
B
0). Therefore, even if p=q, our assumptions are weaker
than previously ones.
From now on, we suppose that the vector-functions f l(1 [ l [ 4) in (1.7)
are analytic on a complex domain Dr, s×Wh, where
Dr, s={(x, y, u, v) | |Im x| < r, |y|, |u|, |v| < s} (1.8)
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and
Wh={w ¥ Cn : |w−O| < h}, (1.9)
| · | in (1.8) and (1.9) is the sup-norm of a complex vector. Moreover, we
assume that f l are real for real arguments.
The norm of a complex-vector function P on Dr, s×Wh is defined by
||P||Dr, s ×Wh= sup
Dr, s ×Wh
|P|.
For a vector k ¥ Zn, we denote by |k| the l1-norm of k:
|k|=|k1 |+· · ·+|kn |.
We also denote by aij, bij, cij, and dij the elements of matrices A, B, C, and
D in (1.7), respectively. In the sequel, we set m=p+q > 0 and N=m+n.
To state the main result of this paper, we suppose that the following
conditions hold:
(1) There is a constant L > 0 such that for w ¥Wh,
max
|l| [N2
: “ laij
“w l
: , max
|l| [N2
: “ lbij
“w l
: , max
|l| [N2
: “ lcij
“w l
: , max
|l| [N2
: “ ldij
“w l
: [ L.
(2) The rank of the matrix A is p. Without loss of generality, we
assume
det(aij)1 [ i, j [ p ] 0
on Wh.
(3)
meas(R1 2R2 2R3)=0,
where
R1={w ¥ O | Ok, wP=0, k ¥ Zn0{0}},
R2={w ¥ O | det(iOk, wP EN−A)=0, k ¥ Zn0{0}},
R3={w ¥ O | det(iOk, wP EN2 −EN éAT−A é EN)=0, k ¥ Zn0{0}}.
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Here and thereafter, we set i=`−1 , Ej is the j×j identity matrix, and
é is the tensor product of matrices.2
2 The tensor product of matrices Amn, Bkl is an mk×nl matrix:
A é B=(aijB)=Ra11B · · · a1nBx x
am1B · · · amnB
S .
Remark 1. The assumption (3) is equivalent to the condition
meas{w ¥ O | Ok, wP+Oa, W(w)P=0}=0
for any k ¥ Zn0{0}, |a| [ 2, where W=(W1 , ..., WN) with Wj being eigen-
values of A. A proof of this statement can be found in [14].
Now, we state the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the above assumptions (1)–(3) hold. Then for
any c > 0 there is a small positive constant e0 depending on n, p, q, y, r, L, c, h
such that if
||f1||Dr, s ×Wh ,
1
s
||f2||Dr, s ×Wh ,
1
s
||f3||Dr, s ×Wh ,
1
s
||f4||Dr, s ×Wh < e [ e0 ,
there exist a non-empty Cantor set Oc … O, a Whitney-smooth map
F : Tn×Oc Q Tn×Rn×Rp×Rq
and a diffeomorphism f: Oc Q Rn such that the map F restricted to Tn×{w}
is a real analytic invariant torus with frequencies f(w) for (1.7) at w. More-
over,
meas(O−Oc)Q 0 as cQ 0.
Remark 2. From the proof given in Sections 2 and 3, we know that the
condition (2) can be replaced by
rank(C, A)=p.
This observation is a key point of the proof of Theorem 3 in Section 4.
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Remark 3. In Theorem 1, we do not require any conditions on the
matrices B, C, and D except the condition (1). Hence, we can apply this
theorem to the following system
x˙=w+f1(x, y, u, v)
y˙=f2(x, y, u, v)
u˙=Av+f3(x, y, u, v)
v˙=f4(x, y, u, v)
(1.10)
for proving the persistence of parabolic lower dimensional tori.
Theorem 2. If rank(A)=p, then the statements of Theorem 1 hold for
the system (1.10).
For proving of this theorem, it suffices to verify the conditions of
Theorem 1 hold. Note that the conditions (1) and (2) are obvious true for
this system and the condition (3) is equivalent to the condition
measR1=0,
which is a consequence of a well-known result.
Remark 4. In [15], a similar result has been obtained for the
Hamiltonian systems with Hamiltonian
H(x, y, u, v)=Ow, yP+ 12 Ou, uP+P(x, y, u, v),
where (x, y, u, v) ¥ Tn×Rn×Rm×Rm, and P(−x, y, −u, v)=P(x, y, u, v).
Note that in this case, the corresponding Hamiltonian system is also revers-
ible with respect to G: (x, y, u, v)W (−x, y, −u, v).
In [9, Appendix], the author suggests to study the existence of lower-
dimensional invariant tori in the resonant zones. He conjectured that under
the nondegenerate conditions, there is a lower-dimensional invariant torus.
More precisely, consider the system
x˙=w(y)+ef1(x, y), y˙=ef2(x, y), (1.11)
where the functions f1 and f2 are defined in the domain Tn×D where
D … Rn is a domain. We suppose that (1.11) is non-degenerate, i.e.,
det 1“w“y 2 ] 0, y ¥D.
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For any subgroup g of Zn generated by k independent integer vecters
lj ¥ Zn j=1, ..., k < n, we denote by O(g,D), the n−k dimensional surface
O(g,D)={y ¥D : Ow(y), ljP=0}.
O(g,D) is called resonant zone.
In [15], the author studies the existence of lower dimensional invariant
tori in resonant zones for reversible Hamiltonian systems. In Section 4, we
will show that the Hamiltonian structure is not necessary, thus we give a
positive answer of the conjecture of M. Sevryuk. For the corresponding
results in Hamiltonian systems, we refer to [1, 2, 8, 12] and the references
therein.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the celebrated KAM theory which
involves an infinite sequence of changes of variables. More precisely, we
will construct a sequence of coordinate transformations F0 , F1 , ..., Fn, ...
such that under the transformation Fn, the new perturbation terms of the
transformed system is much smaller than ones in the previous system. This
is the main idea of KAM proof. However, in order to keep the reversibility,
one has to choose these transformations carefully. It is easy to verify that if
a transformation F commutes to the involution G, then the transformed
system of a G-reversible system is also reversible with respect to the same
involution G. The role of the action of such a transformation F to revers-
ible systems is analogous to that of a symplectic mapping to Hamiltonian
systems.
At the end of this section, we would like to describe the main difference
between our proof and the ones for Hamiltonian systems (see, e.g., [7, 14],
etc.). In Hamiltonian context, the starting point is to consider a family of
perturbed integrable Hamiltonian
H=N+P=Ow, yP+ 12 OA2(w) z, zP+P(x, y, z, w),
where the matrix A2 is nonsingular, and the perturbation P is real analytic
in some complex neighborhood Dr, s6 ×Wh with
Dr, s6={(x, y, z) ¥ Cn×Cn×C2m | |Im x| < r, |y| < s2, |z| < s}.
The assumption det A2 ] 0 guarantees that one can find a symplectic trans-
formation Y such that under Y, the integrable part of the transformed
Hamiltonian does not contain the term Oc, zP (for the detailed discussion,
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we refer to [14, p. 14]). In this setting the corresponding Hamiltonian
system is of the form
x˙=w+f2 1(x, y, z),
y˙=f2 2(x, y, z),
z˙=JA2z+f2 3(x, y, z).
(1.12)
Compare to our system (1.7), we find that
C=0, D=0, JA2=10 A
B 0
2 .
The condition det A2 ] 0 is not true in case p ] q. It seems that this setting
for Hamiltoinian systems used in [7, 14] is not suitable for reversible
systems when p ] q.
In Section 2, we will present the details about the construction of Fn and
one step of the iteration. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 3.
2. THE KAM-STEP
In this section, we describe one step of KAM iteration in more details.
We suppose that after n steps, the transformed system is of the form
x˙=wn+f
1
n (x, y, u, v),
y˙=Dn u+f
2
n (x, y, u, v),
u˙=Cn y+Anv+f
3
n (x, y, u, v),
v˙=Bn u+f
4
n (x, y, u, v),
where the functions in the right hand side are defined in the complex
domain Drn , sn ×Whn . Moreover, we assume that
||f1n ||Drn , sn ×Whn ,
1
sn
||f jn ||Drn , sn ×Whn < en , 2 [ j [ 4,
max
|a| [N2
: “aanij
“wan
: , max
|a| [N2
: “abnij
“wan
: , max
|a| [N2
: “acnij
“wan
: , max
|a| [N2
: “adnij
“wan
: [ Ln ,
det(anij)1 [ i, j [ p ] 0.
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In what follows, the letters without sub- or superscript + denote the
quantities at nth step, and those with sub- or superscipt + denote the cor-
responding ones at (n+1)st step. Thus we consider the equations
x˙=w+f1(x, y, u, v),
y˙=Du+f2(x, y, u, v),
u˙=Cy+Av+f3(x, y, u, v),
v˙=Bu+f4(x, y, u, v),
(2.1)
defined in Dr, s×Wh. Moreover, we assume that the conditions (1)–(3) in
Section 1 hold.
For any positive integer K, we denote by Wh (K) the complex neigh-
borhood of radius h of Oc (K), where
Oc (K)={w ¥ O | w satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) below}
|Ok, wP| > c|k|−y, |det(iOk, wP EN−A)| > c |k|−y, (2.2)
|det(iOk, wP EN2 −EN éAT+A é EN)| > c |k|−y, (2.3)
for 0 ] |k| [K, y >N2(n−1).
With a function f which is 2p-periodic in x, we denote by TKf, the
trunction of f,
TKf= C
|k| [K
fke iOk, xP, (2.4)
where
fk=
1
(2p)n
F
T n
fe−iOk, xP dx
the kth Fourier coefficient of f.
We also define
a=e1/3, h=e1/(N
2+1), s+=as,
K=min 3K ¥ N : F.
K
xne−(r−r+)x dx [ e4, (2.5)
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where r > r+, and for h > 0
C(h)=1+ C
k ] 0
|k|N
2+y e −|k| h. (2.6)
In the following, we will construct a transformation F defined in a smaller
domain Dr+, s+ ×Wh+ , such that the transformed system of (2.1) is of the
form
x˙+=w++f
1
+(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+),
y˙+=D+u++f
2
+(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+),
u˙+=C+y++A+v++f
3
+(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+),
v˙+=B+u++f
4
+ (x+ , y+ , u+ , v+),
(2.7)
where (x+ , y+ , u+ , v+) ¥Dr+, s+ and w+ ¥Wh+ . Moreover, we hope the new
perturbation terms f l+ are much smaller than f
l.
Suppose that the desired change of variables F has the form
x=x++ C
|k| [K
h1k e
iOk, x+P,
y=y++ C
|k| [K
(h2k+H
1
k y++H
2
k u++H
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P,
u=u++ C
|k| [K
(h3k+I
1
k y++I
2
k u++I
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P,
v=v++ C
|k| [K
(h4k+J
1
k y++J
2
k u++J
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P,
(2.8)
where h lk(1 [ l [ 4) and H jk , I jk , J jk(1 [ j [ 3) are constant vectors and
constant matrices, respectively. One of the objects in this section is to
determine these quantities.
Remark 5. The form of F is different from that of the corresponding
symplectic diffeomorphism in [7, 14]. In these papers, the symplectic dif-
feomorphism is of the form
x=U(x+),
y=V(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+),
u=W1 (x+ , u+ , v+),
v=W2 (x+ , u+ , v+),
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where W is a first order polynomials in u+ and v+, while V is a second
order polynomials in u+ and v+. In (2.8), y, u, and v are first order poly-
nomials in y+, u+, and v+.
2.1. Homological Equations
From (2.1), (2.7), and (2.8), it follows that
w+f1 p F=w++f1++F1+
Du+f2 p F=D+u++f2++F2+
Cy+Av+f3 p F=C+y++A+v++f3++F3+
Bu+f4 p F=B+u++f4++F4+ ,
(2.9)
where
F1+= C
|k| [K
iOk, w++f
1
+P e
iOk, x+P h1k ,
F2+= C
|k| [K
iOk, w++f
1
+P(h
2
k+H
1
k y++H
2
ku++H
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P
+ C
|k| [K
H1k(D+u++f
2
+) e
iOk, x+P+ C
|k| [K
H2k(C+y++A+v++f
3
+) e
iOk, x+P
+ C
|k| [K
H3k(B+u++f
4
+) e
iOk, x+P,
F3+= C
|k| [K
iOk, w++f
1
+P(h
3
k+I
1
k y++I
2
k u++I
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P
+ C
|k| [K
I1k (D+u++f
2
+) e
iOk, x+P+ C
|k| [K
I2k(C+y++A+v++f
3
+) e
iOk, x+P
+ C
|k| [K
I3k(B+u++f
4
+) e
iOk, x+P,
F4+= C
|k| [K
iOk, w++f
1
+P(h
4
k+J
1
k y++J
2
k u++J
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P
+ C
|k| [K
J1k(D+u++f
2
+) e
iOk, x+P+ C
|k| [K
J2k(C+y++A+v++f
3
+) e
iOk, x+P
+ C
|k| [K
J3k(B+u++f
4
+) e
iOk, x+P.
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Omitting all the smaller terms of order O(e2), we get
iOk, wP h1k=f
1
k , 0 < |k| [K,
iOk, wP h2k=Dh
3
k+f
2
k , |k| [K,
iOk, wP h3k=Ch
2
k+Ah
4
k+f
3
k , 0 < |k| [K,
iOk, wP h4k=Bh
3
k+f
4
k , |k| [K,
Ch20+Ah
4
0+f
3
0=0
(2.10)
and
iOk, wPH1k+H
2
k C=DI
1
k+1“f2“y 2k , |k| [K,
iOk, wPH2k+H
1
k D+H
3
k B=DI
2
k+1“f2“u 2k , 0 < |k| [K,
iOk, wPH3k+H
2
k A=DI
3
k+1“f2“v 2k , |k| [K,
iOk, wP I1k+I
2
k C=CH
1
k+AJ
1
k+1“f3“y 2k , 0 < |k| [K,
iOk, wP I2k+I
1
k D+I
3
kB=CH
2
k+AJ
2
k+1“f3“u 2k , |k| [K,
iOk, wP I3k+I
2
k A=CH
3
k+AJ
3
k+1“f3“v 2k , 0 < |k| [K,
iOk, wP J1k+J
2
kC=BJ
1
k+1“f4“y 2k , |k| [K,
iOk, wP J2k+J
1
k D+J
3
k B=BJ
2
k+1“f4“u 2k , 0 < |k| [K,
iOk, wP J3k+J
2
k A=BJ
3
k+1“f4“v 2k , |k| [K,
(2.11)
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where
f lk=
1
(2p)n
F
T n
f l(x, 0, 0, 0) e−iOk, xP dx,
1“f j
“y
2
k
=
1
(2p)n
F
T n
“f j
“y (x, 0, 0, 0) e
−iOk, xP dx,
1“f j
“u
2
k
=
1
(2p)n
F
T n
“f j
“u (x, 0, 0, 0) e
−iOk, xP dx,
1“f j
“v
2
k
=
1
(2p)n
F
T n
“f j
“v (x, 0, 0, 0) e
−iOk, xP dx,
(2.12)
where 1 [ l [ 4 and 2 [ j [ 4. Equations (2.10) and (2.11) are usually called
homological equations.
From (1.2) we have
f1(−x, y, −u, v)=f1(x, y, u, v), f2(−x, y, −u, v)=−f2(x, y, u, v)
f3(−x, y, −u, v)=f3(x, y, u, v), f4(−x, y, −u, v)=−f4(x, y, u, v),
(2.13)
which implies that
f1−k=f
1
k , f
2
−k=−f
2
k , f
3
−k=f
3
k , f
4
−k=−f
4
k , (2.14)
and
1“f2
“y
2
−k
=−1“f2“y 2k , 1“f
2
“u
2
−k
=1“f2“u 2k , 1“f
2
“v
2
−k
=−1“f2“v 2k ,
1“f3
“y
2
−k
=1“f3“y 2k , 1“f
3
“u
2
−k
=−1“f3“u 2k , 1“f
3
“v
2
−k
=1“f3“v 2k ,
1“f4
“y
2
−k
=−1“f4“y 2k , 1“f
4
“u
2
−k
=1“f4“u 2k , 1“f
4
“v
2
−k
=−1“f4“v 2k.
(2.15)
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Therefore one has
f20=0, f
4
0=0, 1“f2“y 20=0, 1“f
2
“v
2
0
=0,
1“f3
“u
2
0
=0, 1“f4“y 20=0, 1“f
4
“v
2
0
=0.
(2.16)
Let
w+=w+f
1
0 , A+=A+1“f3“v 20 , B+=B+1“f
4
“u
2
0
C+=C+1“f3“y 20 , D+=D+1“f
2
“u
2
0
.
(2.17)
Now we solve the homological equations (2.10) and (2.11).
For k=0 we choose
h10=0, h
2
0=0, h
3
0=0,
H10=0, H
2
0=0, H
3
0=0,
I10=0, I
2
0=0, I
3
0=0,
J10=0, J
2
0=0, J
3
0=0
and
h40=col.(−[(A2)
−1f30]
T, 0, · · · , 0z
q−p
),
where
A2=(aij)1 [ i, j [ p.
By our condition (2), (A2)−1 exists.
Remark 6. The assumption (2) of Theorem 1.1 is used to guarantee the
existence of solutions of the last equation in (2.10) only, so this condition
can be replaced by rank (C, A)=p.
For k ] 0, let D=iOk, wP. Then if w ¨R1 2R2 2R3,
h1k=D
−1f1k , Rh2kh3k
h4k
S=(DEN−A)−1 Rf2kf3k
f4k
S (2.18)
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and
(DEN−A)Z+ZA=F, (2.19)
where
Z=RH1k H2k H3kI1k I2k I3k
J1k J
2
k J
3
k
S , F=R1“f2“y 2k 1“f2“u 2k 1“f2“v 2k1“f3“y 2k 1“f3“u 2k 1“f3“v 2k
1“f4
“y
2
k
1“f4
“u
2
k
1“f4
“v
2
k
S . (2.20)
2.2. The Proof of F p G=G p F
In this subsection, we prove that the change of variables F commutes
with the involution G. Such a result guarantees that the transformed system
(2.7) is also reversible with respect to the involution G: (x+ , y+ , u+ , v+)W
(−x+ , y+ , −u+ , v+).
By (2.14) and (2.10), we obtain that
iO−k, wP h1−k=f
1
−k=−f
1
k ,
iO−k, wP h2−k=Dh
3
−k+f
2
−k=Dh
3
−k−f
2
k ,
iO−k, wP h3−k=Ch
2
−k+Ah
4
−k+f
3
−k=Ch
2
−k+Ah
4
−k+f
3
k ,
iO−k, wP h4−k=Bh
3
−k+f
4
−k=Ah
3
−k−f
4
k .
The last three equalities imply that
(DEN−A) R h2−k−h3−k
h4−k
S=Rf2kf3k
f4k
S .
Hence if w ¨R1 2R2, we have
h1−k=−h
1
k , h
2
−k=h
2
k , h
3
−k=−h
3
k , h
4
−k=h
4
k . (2.21)
Similarly, from (2.15) and the homological equation (2.11), it follows
that
(DEN−A)Z2+Z2A=F ,
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where
Z2=R H1−k −H2−k H3−k−I1−k I2−k −I3−k
J1−k −J
2
−k J
3
−k
S .
If the matrix equation
(DEN−A) X+XA=F (2.22)
has a unique solution X, then
Z2=Z ,
where Z is defined in (2.20). The above equality means that
H1−k=H
1
k , H
2
−k=−H
2
k , H
3
−k=H
3
k ,
I1−k=−I
1
k , I
2
−k=I
2
k , I
3
−k=−I
3
k ,
J1−k=J
1
k , J
2
−k=−J
2
k , J
3
−k=J
3
k.
(2.23)
For the uniqueness of solutions for the matrix equation (2.22), we have
Lemma 2.1. The matrix equation (2.22) has a unique solution X if and
only if the matrix EN é (DEN−A)T+A é EN is nonsingular. Moreover, in
this case one has
||X|| [ ||(EN é (DEN−A)T+A é EN)−1|| · ||F||,
where || · || is an operator-norm of matrices.
For the proof of this lemma, we refer to [14, Appendix]. From this
lemma, it follows that if w ¨R1 2R2 2R3, then (2.21), (2.23) hold. The
equality F p G=G p F can be verified directly by a simple computation.
2.3. The Transformation F
In this part, we will show that the change of variables F is well defined
and close to the identity in a small domain.
In the sequel, O and ° respectively stand for < c and < c−1 with a
large positive constant c independent of iteration steps. An N×M matrix
C=(cij) can be viewed as a linear operator from RM to RN. Let ||C|| be its
operator norm. Since this norm is equivalent to the norm: maxi, j |cij |,
throughout this paper, we denote ||C||=maxi, j |cij |.
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In order to obtain the estimates of the solutions of the homological
equations (2.10) and (2.11), we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. If w ¥ Oc (K), then for any k with 0 < |k| [K, one has
||(DEN−A(w))−1||
||(DEN2 −EN éAT(w)+A(w) é EN)−1||O c−1 |k|N
2+y. (2.24)
Lemma 2.3. Let Wh (K) be an open complex neighborhood of radius h of
Oc (K) with respect to the sup-norm in Cn. Then for any w ¥Wh (K) we have
|D−1|, ||(DEN−A(w))−1||,
||(DEN2 −EN éAT(w)+A(w) é EN)−1||O c−1 |k|N
2+y, (2.25)
for 0 < |k| [K provided that
hKN
2+y max{K, L+1}° c.
The proofs of these two lemmas can be found in [14].
Now we estimate the solutions of (2.10) and (2.11).
Since f l(1 [ l [ 4) are analytic, by Cauchy’s estimate, we have
> “f j
“y (x+ , 0, 0, 0)
> [ e, > “f j“u (x+ , 0, 0, 0)> [ e,
> “f j
“v (x+ , 0, 0, 0)
> [ e, 2 [ j [ 4
which yield that
|f1k | [ ee−|k| r, |f jk | [ ese−|k| r, 2 [ j [ 4
and
:1“f j
“y
2
k
: [ ee−|k| r, :1“f j“u 2k : [ ee−|k| r, :1“f
j
“v
2
k
: [ ee−|k| r, 2 [ j [ 4.
By (2.17), (2.18), (2.24), and Lemma 2.1, we obtain, for w ¥Wh (K) and
0 < |k| [K,
|h1k |O c−1 |k|N
2+y ee−|k| r, |h jk |O c−1 |k|N
2+y ese−|k| r, 2 [ j [ 4 (2.26)
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and
||H jk ||, ||I
j
k ||, ||J
j
k ||O c−1 |k|N
2+y ee−|k| r, 1 [ j [ 3. (2.27)
For k=0, we have
|h10 |=|h
2
0 |=|h
3
0 |=0,
|h40 |O es
||H jk ||=||I
j
k ||=||J
j
k ||=0, 1 [ j [ 3.
(2.28)
Denote by Dj the following domains
Dj=Dr++ 1/2 jr, 1/4 (j+1) s , 0 [ j [ 3,
where r=(r−r+)/2 > 0. Then by (2.26) and (2.28), we have
> C
|k| [K
h1k e
iOk, x+P>
D2 ×Wh (K)
O C
|k| [K
c−1 |k|N
2+y ee−|k| r · e |k| (r++r)
=c−1e C
|k| [K
|k|N
2+y e−|k|r
< c−1 eC(r),
and for 2 [ j [ 4,
> C
|k| [K
h jk e
iOk, x+P>
D2 ×Wh (K)
O es+ C
0 < |k| [K
c−1es |k|N
2+y e−|k| r · e |k|(r++r)
< c−1esC(r).
Similarly, one can get
> C
|k| [K
(H1k y++H
2
k u++H
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P>
D2 ×Wh (K)
O c−1esC(r)
> C
|k| [K
(I1k y++I
2
k u++I
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P>
D2 ×Wh(K)
O c−1 esC(r)
and
> C
|k| [K
(J1k y++J
2
k u++J
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P>
D2 ×Wh (K)
O c−1esC(r).
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Thus we have proved that
Lemma 2.4.
||X(F−id)||D2 ×Wh (K) O c
−1eC(r),
||X(DF−E2n+p+q) X−1 ||D2 ×Wh (K) O c
−1eC(r),
where
X=REns−1En
s−1Ep
s−1Eq
S .
Moreover, if c−1Ce°min {12 r,
1
4 }, then
F(D2×Wh (K)) …D3×Wh (K).
2.4. The Estimates of w+ , A+, B+, C+ , and D+
In the following, we set C=C(r). By (2.17) we know that
w+=w+
1
(2p)n
F
T n
f1(x, 0, 0, 0) dx,
A+=A+
1
(2p)n
F
T n
“f3
“v (x, 0, 0, 0) dx,
B+=B+
1
(2p)n
F
T n
“f4
“u (x, 0, 0, 0) dx,
C+=C+
1
(2p)n
F
T n
“f3
“y (x, 0, 0, 0) dx,
D+=D+
1
(2p)n
F
T n
“f2
“u (x, 0, 0, 0) dx.
Therefore
|w+−w|, |a
+
ij −aij |, |b
+
ij −bij |, |c
+
ij −cij |, |d
+
ij −dij | [ e. (2.29)
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From the Cauchy estimates it follows that for w ¥Wh/4 and |l| [N2,
h |l| : “ l(w+−w)“w l :O e,
h |l| : “ l(a+ij −aij)“w l : , h |l| : “
l(b+ij −bij)
“w l
:O e (2.30)
h |l| : “ l(c+ij −cij)“w l : , h |l| : “
l(d+ij −dij)
“w l
:O e.
From these inequalities and (2.36) below, it follows that
: “ l(w+−w)
“w l+
:O eh−|l|,
: “ l(a+ij −L)
“w l+
: , : “ l(b+ij −L)“w l+ :O eh−|l|, (2.31)
: “ l(c+ij −L)
“w l+
: , : “ l(d+ij −L)“w l+ :O eh−|l|.
Moreover, let A2+=(a
+
ij )1 [ i, j [ p and
A+=R 0 D+ 0C+ 0 A+
0 B+ 0
S .
Then
|det A2+| \ |det A2 |−p!(L+e)p−1 · 2pe > 12 |det A2 | > 0
if e < 12 (m!2
m(L+1)m)−1 |det A2 |, and
|det(iOk, w+P EN−A+)| > |det(iOk,wPEN−A)|−N!2N(|k| (L+e)N+e)N−1e
> c+ |k|−y
for 0 < |k| [K if KN+ye < (c− c+)(N!4N(L+1)N)−1. Similarly, if
KN
2+ye < (c− c+)(N2!4N
2
(L+1)N
2
)−1,
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then
|det(iOk, w+P EN2 −EN éAT++A+ é EN)| > c+ |k|−y
and
|Ok, w+P| > c+ |k|−y
for 0 < |k| [K. Therefore we have proved
Lemma 2.5. If
KN
2+ye < (N2!4N
2
(L+1)N
2
)−1 min {c− c+ , |det A2 |}, (2.32)
then
det A2+ ] 0
|Ok, w+P| > c+ |k|−y
|det(iOk, w+P EN−A+)| > c+ |k|−y
|det(iOk, w+P EN2 −EN éAT++A+ é EN)| > c+ |k|−y
(2.33)
for 0 < |k| [K.
2.5. Estimates of the New Perturbation Terms f l+
To finish one step of KAM iteration, we have to estimate the new
perturbation terms f l+ (1 [ l [ 4) in (2.7).
Since f l (1 [ l [ 4) in (2.1) are defined in the domain Dr, s×Wh, we have
to show the following statements,
F : Dr+, s+ QDr, s , (x+ , y+ , u+ , v+)W (x, y, u, v) (2.34)
f : Wh+ QWh , w+ W w (2.35)
if e is sufficiently small, where the mappings F and f are defined by (2.8)
and the first equality in (2.17), respectively.
The relation (2.34) follows from Lemma 2.4 and the conclusion (2.35) is
a direct consequence of the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.6. Suppose that f is a real analytic map from Wh into Cn. If
|f−id|Wh [ d < h/4,
then f has a real analytic inverse f on Wh/4. Moreover,
|f−id|Wh/4 ,
h
4
||Df−En ||Wh/4 [ d.
The proof of this lemma can be found in [7, Appendix]. From this
lemma it follows that if
e <
h
4
, h+ <
h
4
,
then f : w+ W w is well defined on Wh+ and f(Wh+ ) …Wh. Moreover, let
f(w+)=w++g(w+).
Then
||g(w+)||Wh/4 < e.
By Cauchy estimates, we have
> “ lg
“w l+
>
Wh/8
O eh −|l|, |l| [N2. (2.36)
Now we estimate the new perturbation terms f l+ (1 [ l [ 4).
(a) Estimate of f1+. From the first equation in (2.9), it follows that
f1+(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+)=f
1 p F+w−w+− C
|k| [K
iOk, w++f
1
+P e
iOk, x+P h1k .
Since w+=w+f
1
0 , h
1
k=D
−1f1k for k ] 0, and h10=0, we have
f1+=f
1 p F−f10− C
0 < |k| [K
f1k e
iOk, x+P− C
|k| [K
iOk, f10+f
1
+P e
iOk, x+Ph1k
=f1 p F−TKf1(x+ , 0, 0, 0)− C
|k| [K
iOk, f10+f
1
+P e
iOk, x+Ph1k
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which yields that
||f1+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ =||f
1 p F−TKf1(x+ , 0, 0, 0)||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+
+(|f10 |+||f
1
+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ ) C
|k| [K
|k| |h1k | e
|k| r+
O ||f1 p F−TKf1(x+ , 0, 0, 0)||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+
+(e+||f1+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ ) ec
−1C.
If c−1eC(r)° 1, then
||f1+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ O (||f
1 p F−TKf1(x+ , 0, 0, 0)||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh++c
−1e2C).
Now we give an estimate of ||f1 p F−TKf1||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ .
Obviously, we have
f1 p F−TKf1(x+ , 0, 0, 0)=F1+F2+F3,
where
F1=f1 p F−f1(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+)
F2=f1(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+)−f1(x+ , 0, 0, 0)
F3=f1(x+ , 0, 0, 0)−TKf1(x+ , 0, 0, 0).
By Lemma 2.4 and the Cauchy estimates, it follows that
||F1||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ O
1 1
r
e · c−1eC+
1
s
ec−1esC2O 1
r
c−1e2C,
||F2||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ O
1
s
eas=ae=e4/3,
and
||F3||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ [ C
|k| \K
||f1k e
iOk, x+P||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+
[ C
|k| \K
|f1k | e
|k| r+ [ e C
|k| \K
e−|k|(r−r+)
O e C
j \K
jn−1e−j(r−r+)O e F.
K
xne−(r−r+) x dx
O e2,
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by the choice of K (see (2.5)). So
||f1 p F−TKf1||O 1 1
r
c−1 Ce2+e4/32 .
Hence we have
||f1+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ O
1 1
r
c−1 Ce2+e4/32 .
(b) The Estimate of f2+ , f
3
+ , and f
4. From the last three equalities of
(2.9) and the homological equation (2.11), it follows that
f2+=f
2 p F+(D−D+) u++ C
|k| [K
(Dh3k+DI
1
k y++DI
2
k u++DI
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P
− C
|k| [K
D(h2k+H
1
k y++H
2
k u++H
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P
− C
|k| [K
iOk, f10+f
1
+P(h
2
k+H
1
k y++H
2
k u++H
3
k v+) e
iOk, x+P
− C
|k| [K
[H1k(D+u++f
2
+)+H
2
k (C+y++A+v++f
3
+)
+H3k (B+u++f
4
+)] e
iOk, x+P
=f2 p F−TKf2−TK 1“f2“y 2 y+−TK 1“f
2
“u
2 u+−TK 1“f2“v 2 v+
− C
|k| [K
5iOk, f10+f1+P(h2k+H1k y++H2k u++H3k v+)+H1k f2++H2k f3+
+H3k f
4
++H
1
k
1“f2
“u
2
0
u++H
2
k
1“f2
“y
2
0
y+
+H3k 1“f2“u 20 u++H2k 1“f
2
“v
2
0
v+6 e iOk, x+P,
which implies that, for (x+ , y+ , u+ , v+) ¥Dr+, s+ and w+ ¥Wh+ ,
||f2+||O >f2 p F−TKf2−TK 1“f2“y 2 y+−TK 1“f
2
“u
2 u+−TK 1“f2“v 2 v+>
+(|f10 |+||f
1
+||) c
−1esC+ac−1e2sC+c−1eC(||f2+||+||f
3
+||+||f
4
+||).
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Next, we estimate the first term in the last inequality. Similarly to the
discussions in (a), we have
f2 p F−TK 1 f2+“f2“y y++“f
2
“u u++
“f2
“v v+
2=L1+L2+L3 ,
where
L1=f2 p F−f2(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+)
L2=f2(x+ , y+ , u+ , v+)−f2(x+ , 0, 0, 0)−
“f2
“y y+−
“f2
“u u+−
“f2
“v v+
L3=(id−TK) 1 f2(x+ , 0, 0, 0)+ “f2“y y++ “f
2
“u u++
“f2
“v v+
2 .
From Lemma 2.4 and the Cauchy estimates, it follows that
||L1 ||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ O
es
r
· c−1eC+c−1e2sCO c−1e2sr−1C
||L2 ||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ O
es
s2
· (as)2=e5/3s
||L3 ||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ [ es C
|k| \K
e−|k|(r−r+)O es F.
K
xne−x(r−r+) dxO e2s
by the choice of K (see (2.5)). Hence
||f2+||O c−1e2sr−1C+e5/3s+c−1eC(||f2+||+||f3+||+||f4+||)
on Dr+, s+ ×Wh+ .
Similarly, one can obtain that
||f3+||O c−1e2sr−1C+e5/3s+c−1eC(||f2+||+||f3+||+||f4+||),
||f4+||O c−1e2sr−1C+e5/3s+c−1eC(||f2+||+||f3+||+||f4+||).
Therefore if c−1eC° 1, then
1
s+
(||f2+||+||f
3
+||+||f
4
+||)O c−1C(r) e5/3+e4/3. (2.37)
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Thus we have proved that
Lemma 2.7. If c−1r−1Ce1/3 is bounded, then
||f1+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ ,
1
s+
||f j+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ O e
4/3, 2 [ j [ 4.
Summarizing the conclusions in this section, we have
Proposition 2.1. There is a large constant c > 0 such that if
c−1r−1C(r) e1/3 < c−1,
c−1hKN
2+y max{K, L+1} < c−1,
KN
2+y e < c−1 min{c− c+ , |det(aij)1 [ i, j [ p |},
then there exists a G-commute transformation F and a mapping f : w+ W w,
under this F, the system (2.1) is changed into (2.7). Moreover, the following
conclusions hold:
(1°)
|Ok, w+P| > c+ |k|−y
|det(iOk, w+P EN−A+)| > c+ |k|−y
|det(iOk, w+P EN2 −EN éAT++AT+ é EN)| > c+ |k|−y
|det(a+ij )1 [ i, j [ p | > 0
on an open set O of Rn for |k| [K;
(2°) w+(w), a
+
ij (w), c
+
ij (w), and d
+
ij (w) are real analytic in w and
satisfy, for |l| [N2,
: “ l(w+−w)
“w l
: [ ce1/(N2+1) ,
: “ la+ij
“w l
: , : “ lb+ij“w l : , : “
lc+ij
“w l
: , : “ ld+ij“w l : [ L+ce1/(N2+1) ,
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on the complex h-neighborhood of O, and
: “ la+ij
“w l+
: , : “ lb+ij“w l+ : , : “
lc+ij
“w l+
: , : “ ld+ij“w l+ : [ L+ce1/(N2+1)) ,
on the complex h+-neighborhood of O;
(3°) The new perturbation terms f l+(1 [ l [ 4) satisfy
||f1+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ ,
1
s+
||f j+||Dr+ , s+ ×Wh+ [ ce
4/3, 2 [ j [ 4.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Without loss of generality, we assume that r < 1, s < 1. For any n \ 0, we
define
en+1=ce
4/3
n , an=e
1/3
n , hn=e
1/3
n ,
rn=r (
1
2 +(
1
2 )
n+1), sn+1=
1
2 an sn , s0=s,
Ln+1=Ln+ce
1/3
n , L0=L, cn=c(
1
2 +(
1
2 )
n+1) , (3.1)
Kn=min 3K ¥ N : F.
K
xn e−(rn−1 −rn) x dx [ en 4 ,
Dn=Drn , sn , Wn=Whn .
Let
Y(r)=D
.
j=1
C( 12 (rj−1−rj))
(3/4) j.
Then Y(r) is a well-defined finite function of r. Indeed, by the definition of
C (see (2.6)), we have
C(h) [ 1+c0 C
j \ 1
jN
2+n+y−1e−jh,
where c0 is a large positive constant depending on n only. Since
jN
2+n+y−1 e− 1/2 jh [ 12(N2+n+y−1)
he
2N2+n+y−1
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and eh/2 −1 \ 12 h, there is a constant c1=c1 (N, n, y) > 0 such that
C
j \ 1
jN
2+n+y−1e−jh [ c1h−N
2−n−y
which implies that if h [ 1/2,
C(h) [ c2h−N
2−n−y,
where c2=2c0c1. By the elementary equalities
C
.
j=1
( 34 )
j=3, C
.
j=1
(j+1)( 34 )
j=15,
it follows that
Y(r) [ c32 · 218(N
2+n+y) · r−3 <+..
In the following, we prove the statement of Theorem 1. The proof is
devided into severval steps.
Step 1. The choice of e0. In order to apply Proposition 2.1 for any
n \ 0, we choose e0 sufficiently small such that
e0 <
c3
c3
·
r3
48
·
1
Y3(r)
,
e 1/(N
2+1)
0 K
N2+y
0 max{K0 , L0+1} < c
−1c, (3.2)
KN
2+y
0 e0 < c
−1 min 3 1
4
c, |det(aij)1 [ i, j [ p |4 .
Step 2. The definition of Oc. We define O−1=O and
O0=˛w ¥ O | |Ok, wP| \ c |k|−y and|det(iOk, wP EN−A)| \ c |k|−y and
|det(iOk, wP EN2 −EN éAT+A é EN | \ c |k|−y
ˇ .
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From the discussions in Section 2, it follows that for each n \ 1, there are
smooth matrices An on On, where
On=˛w ¥ On−1 | |Ok, wP| \ cn |k|−y and|det(iOk, wP EN−An)| \ cn |k|−y and
|det(iOk, wP EN2 −EN éATn +An é EN | \ cn |k|−y
ˇ
for Km−1 < |k| [Kn.
Now we define
Oc=3
.
n=0
On.
Step 3. The measure of Oc. By the definition of Oc, we have
O−Oc … 0
.
n=0
Rn(cn),
where
Rn(cn)=R
n
1(cn) 2Rn2(cn) 2Rn3(cn)
with
Rn1(cn)={w ¥ On−1 | |Ok, wP| [ cn |k|−y}
Rn2(cn)={w ¥ On−1 | |det(iOk, wP EN−An)| [ cn |k|−y}
Rn3(cn)={w ¥ On−1 | |det(iOk, wP EN2 −EN éATn +An é EN)| [ cn |k|−y}
for Kn−1 < |k| [ |Kn |. In what follows, we estimate the measure of the set
Rn(cn). For this aim, we need
Lemma 3.1. Let g(t)=g1 (t)+ig2 (t): I … RQ C be of class Cm. Define
Ib={t ¥ I | |g(t)| [ b} with b > 0. If there is a constant d > 0 such that one
of the following conditions holds:
(1°) |g (m)1 (t)| > d > 0, -t ¥ I;
(2°) |g (m)2 (t)| > d > 0, -t ¥ I.
Then
meas Ib [ c0b1/m,
where c0=2(2+3+· · ·+m+d−1).
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Proof. This lemma follows from [13, Lemma 2.1]. Indeed, let
I (1)b ={t ¥ I | |g1 (t)| [ b}
I (2)b ={t ¥ I | |g2 (t)| [ b}.
Obviously we have
Ib … I (1)b , Ib … I (2)b .
If the assumption (1°) holds, by Lemma 2.1 in [13], it follows that
meas Ib [meas I (1)b [ c0b1/m.
If the assumption (2°) holds, then using Lemma 2.1 in [13] again, we have
meas Ib [meas I (2)b [ c0b1/m.
The proof is completed. L
Remark 7. In [14], it is assumed that the Hamiltonian function H is of
C8m
2
in w. This assumption was used to estimate the measure of Oc.
However, using this lemma and by the following arguments, one can
improve this smoothness assumption. More precisely, it is enough to
assume that the Hamiltonian function H considered in [14] is of C4m
2
in w.
For each k satisfying Kn−1 < |k| [Kn, let
Rnk1(cn)={w ¥ On−1 | |Ok, wP| [ cn |k|−y}
Rnk2(cn)={w ¥ On−1 | |det(iOk, wP EN−An)| [ cn |k|−y}
Rnk3(cn)={w ¥ On−1 | |det(iOk, wP EN2 −EN éATn +An é EN)| [ cn |k|−y}.
Now we estimate the measure of the most complicated set Rnk3(cn).
Let
g(w)=det(iOk, wP EN2 − EN éATn +An é EN).
Then
g(w)=iN
2
Ok, wPN
2
+ C
l [N2−1
pl (w)Ok, wP l,
where the coefficients pl (w) depend on An, but not on k. Suppose that
the real and imaginary part of g are g1 and g2, respectively, that is,
g(w)=g1 (w)+ig2 (w).
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If N — 0(mod 2), then
g1=±Ok, wPN
2
+ C
l [N2−1
Re p(w)Ok, wP l.
By the choice of en and Proposition 2.1, it follows that
: “ l(wn (w)−w)
“w l
: [ 1/2,
: “ lanij(w)
“w l
: [ Ln [ L+1.
Without loss of generality, we assume that
|k1 |=max
1 [ j [ n
|kj |.
Then |k1 | \Kn−1/n if |k| \Kn−1. Hence we have
: “N2
“wN21
g1 (w): \ (N2)! |k1 |N2 (1−O(|k1 |−1) \ 1,
if Kn−1 > K* with a sufficiently large positive integer K*. By Lemma 3.1 we
have
measRnk3(cn) [ c 1 cn|k|y21/N
2
[ cc1/N
2
|k|−y/N
2
,
where c=N(N+1) · (diameter of O)n−1. Similarly, one can get the same
estimate when N — 1(mod 2). The estimates for other two sets Rnk1(cn) and
Rnk2(cn) are analogous. Therefore we have
meas 10.
n=1
Rn2 [ C.
n=1
measRn(cn) [ 3cc1/N
2 C
.
n=1
C
Kn
|k|=Kn−1
|k|−y/N
2
[ 3cc1/N
2 C
|k| \K*
|k|−y/N
2
=O(c1/N
2
)
because y >N2(n−1).
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On the other hand, if e0 is very small, then K0 \K*. By the condition (3)
in Theorem 1.1, it follows that for any fixed K0,
measR0(c)Q 0, as cQ 0.
Hence
meas (O−Oc)Q 0, as cQ 0.
Step 4. The convergence of the transformations. For any n \ 0, by
the discussions in Section 2, we can find a sequence of G-commute trans-
formations F0, F1 , ..., Fn. Let
Yn=F0 p F1 p · · · p Fn : Dn+1×On+1 Q D0.
Then under Yn, the system (1.7) is changed into the system
x˙=wn+1+f
1
n+1(x, y, u, v, wn+1),
y˙=Dn+1 (wn+1) u+f
2
n+1 (x, y, u, v, wn+1),
u˙=Cn+1 (wn+1) y+An+1 (wn+1) v+f
3
n+1 (x, y, u, v, wn+1),
v˙=Bn+1 (wn+1) u+f
4
n+1 (x, y, u, v, wn+1),
(3.3)
where the new perturbation terms f ln+1 satisfy
||f ln+1 ||Dn+1 ×On+1 [ en+1.
By the choice of e0 and
en [ c3e (4/3)
n
0 ,
it follows that en Q 0 as nQ .. The convergence of Yn follows from
Lemma 2.4 (the proof is similar to the corresponding one in [7], we omit it
here).
Let f t and f tn+1 be the flow of (1.7) and (3.3), respectively. Then
f t pYn=Yn p f tn+1 .
The convergence of Yn, DYn yields that
f t pY.=Y. p f t. ,
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on D(12 r, 0, 0, 0)×Oc, where Y.=limnQ. Yn and f
t
. is the flow of the
system
x˙=w. ,
y˙=D. (w.) u,
u˙=C. (w.) y+A. (w.) v,
v˙=B. (w.) u,
(3.4)
Hence, for each w ¥ Oc, the embedding torus Y. (Tn×{0}×{0}×{0}×
{w}) is invariant under f t. Moreover, on this torus, we have
x=x0+w.t.
This completes the proof.
4. LOWER-DIMENSIONAL INVARIANT TORI IN
RESONANT ZONES
In this section, we are concerned with the existence of lower dimensional
invariant tori in resonant zones. More precisely, we consider the system
x˙=w(y)+ef1(x, y), y˙=ef2(x, y), (4.1)
where the functions f1 and f2 are analytic in the domain Tn×D … Tn×Rn.
Suppose that (4.1) is non-degenerate and reversible with respect to the
involution (x, y)W (−x, y), i.e.,
det 1“w“y 2 ] 0, for y ¥D, (4.2)
and
f1(−x, y)=f1(x, y), f2(−x, y)=−f2(x, y).
For any subgroup g of Zn generated by k independent integer vecters
lj ¥ Zn j=1, ..., k < n, we denote by O(g,D), the n−k dimensional surface
O(g,D)={y ¥D : Ow(y), ljP=0}.
Then we have
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Theorem 3. There is an e0 > 0 and a Cantor set L* … O(g,D) such that
for 0 < e < e0, the system (4.1) admits a smooth family (in Whitney’s sense)
of m-dimensional invariant tori Ty0 parameterized by y0 ¥ L*. Moreover, the
measure of L* relative to O(g,D) tends to 1 as eQ 0.
In the following, we will deduce the system (4.1) by transformation to
the form of (1.7), then Theorem 1 guarantees the statement of Theorem 3 is
true.
From the theory of abelian groups, we know that there are m=(n−k)
integer vectors t1 , ..., tn−k such that
det(l1 , ..., lk , t1 , ..., tn−k)=1.
Throughout this section, we denote by L and L respectively the following
two matrices
L=(l1 , ..., lk), L=(t1 , ..., tm).
Let L0=(L,L) and K0=L
−1
0 .
For any y0 ¥ O(g,D) and y ¥D, by Taylor’s expansion, we have
w(y)=w(y0)+
“w(y0)
“y (y−y0)+O(|y−y0 |
2).
Introduce the new variables X, Y, U, and V as
X=LTx, Y=LT(y−y0),
U= LTx, V=LT(y−y0).
Then the transformed system of (4.1) is of the form
X˙=w*+L
T “w(y0)
“y K0
1Y
V
2+ef1+O(|Y|2+|V|2)
Y˙=eLTf2
U˙=LT
“w(y0)
“y K0
1Y
V
2+ef1+O(|Y|2+|V|2)
V˙=eLTf2,
(4.3)
where w*=L
Tw(y0) ¥ Rm. Moreover, this system is reversible with respect
to the involution (X, Y, U, V)W (−X, Y, −U, V).
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Introduce variables Y2 , U2 , and V2 by
Y=e
1
2 Y2 , U=e
1
2 U2 , V=e
1
2 V2 .
Then the system (4.3) is written in the form
X˙=w*+O(e
1/2)
Y2˙=(e1/2)
U2˙=CY2+AV2+O(e1/2)
V2˙=O(e1/2),
(4.4)
where
(C, A)=LT
“w(y0)
“y K0. (4.5)
It is easy to show that the system (4.4) is also reversible with respect to
the involution (X, Y2 , U2 , V2)W (−X, Y2 , −U2 , V2).
Replace X, Y2 , U2 , V2 , w*, and e
1/2 by x, y, u, v, w, and e. Then we arrive
at
x˙=w+eF1
y˙=eF2
u˙=Cy+Av+eF3
v˙=eF4.
(4.6)
By the non-degeneracy and (4.5), we know that
rank(C, A)=k.
So the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 1.1 and Remark 2.
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